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Abstract
The anomously large transmission of nucleons through a nucleus followinga hardcollision
is explored. This effect, known as color transparency, is believed to be a prediction of
QCD. In this talk we discuss the necessary conditions for its occurrence and the effects
that must be included in a realistic calculation.
1.

Introduction

In this talk we consider hard exclusive reactions on a nuclear target. The idea is to use
the nucleus to analyze the size (or interactions) of a nucleon immediately before or alter a
hard interaction. The expectation is that it may be different 1'2 then predicted by the naive
Glauber theory. The original motivation behind this was to test a prediction of pertuxbative
QCD and check its validity.
The expectation is that after a hard interaction, interactions with the nucleus will be
reduced. This is based on three ideas:
1. A small object is produced in a hard reaction.
2. Small objects interact weakly with the nuclear medium.
3. The expansion time is sufnciently long that the object
expands.

can exit the nucleus before it

This reduction in the interactions with the nucleus is known as color transparency. It is the
first of these three ideas that we really wish to check. However it turns out that is it the third
that causes the most uncertainty and unfortunately has the least intrinsic interest. We will
consider the three ideas in turn.
2.

Hard

interactions

produce

small

objects

Perturbative QCD based arguments lead to the conclusion that small objects are produced in hard interactions. The idea is quite simple and we refer to Fig. la. For all the quarks
in the hadron to go in the same direction alter a hard interaction the momentum must be
shared between the constituents (two in the diagram) of the hadron. The gluon responsible
for the sharing is highly virtual and hence can not travel very far. Thus the constituents
must be close together in the transverse direction. In fact the size distribution goes like

Fig. 1. Perturbative QCD (a) and end point singularity (b) diagrams
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There are alternate processes that can be imagined to contribute to hard interactions.
For example in fig. lb we show another diagram that can in principle contribute. In this
diagram the momentum can be redistributed without any particle being far off sheU.a This
occurs when the spectator has zero momentum and is sometimes referred as an end point
singularity. In this case since the particles are all almost on shell we can not use perturbative
QCD to estimate this diagram but must use also the confi.,fing potential. Naively this diagram
does not require the constituents to be close together.
Now the controversy starts. Is this second diagram important? At some energy it must
be suppressed. If a -charged particle under goes a hard interaction it will bremsstraldung off
photons. Similarly ifa color charged object under goes a hard interaction it will bremsstrah]ung
off gluons. This leads to inelastic processes and not to the exclusive reaction under eonuideration. The net effect is that this diagram will be suppressed. Actually more is achieved. All
processes where the colored constitutions are not close together will be suppressed. This is
known as as Sudakov suppression and wa_ discussed by Carlson at this meeting. The only
question is at what energy does this suppression occur. There is no consensus on this question. 4,3 Thus this diagr_n may make a contribution that is not spatially small. If this is
dominant we would not see color transparency. One of the interests in color transparency is
to see if such diagrams are important. However in the numerical work described in this talk
these diagrams will be ignored.
An additional contribution is shown in fig. 3. This is known as the Landshoff term and
should contribute to proton-proton scattering. Like the end point singularity it should be
suppressed by Sudakov effects. Again we do not know at what energy this suppression will
occur. However one thing we do know is that the proton-proton 90* scattering data is not
given by the S- 1opredicted by perturbative QCD but rather oscillates around this value. 5 The
interference between the Landshoff term and the perturbatlve QCD term will generate such
an osciUation. 5 Other sources for the oscillation have been suggested. For example Brodsky 6
has suggest that the wiggles arise from the opening of the strangeness and charm thresholds.
With this approach is he is able to fit both the cross-section and spin observables. It is Mso
possible to fit the spin observables with the Landshoff term as shown by Carlson et al.7
Both approaches to describing the oscillations have two interfering terms one of which is
the perturbative QCD term and other which presumably does not have a small spatial size.
We thus expect the second term to have normal distortions. This, as we will see later, has
a significant impact on the observed color transparency. In principle the (p,2p) reaction on

Fig. 2. The Landshoff diagram
a nucleus can distinguish between these two alternatives
theory are sufficiently precise.
3.

Small

Objects

Interact

but currently neither the data nor

Weakly

A gluon will only interact strongly with a colorless object only if its wavelength is less
then or approximately equal to the color separation. Thus for small objects we expect the
interactions to be small. Other processes, for example pion exchange, must also be considered.
This has been done by Strikman et als who argues that all interactions are suppressed for
small objects. Even the Skyrme model predicts small objects interact weakly. 9 This is the best
founded and least controversial of the three assumptions needed to get color transparency.
4.
4.1.

The

Expansion

Small

Time

Objects Ezpand

Rapidly!

Let us consider the form factor in the laboratory frame. The photon four momentum is
(qo, q-_.The outgoing (on shell nucleon) has four momentum (E,, q")with E_ - _.2 : m _. The
on shell condition leads to Q2 : _.2 _ q_ : _.2 _ E_ - m + 2mE, : 2m(E, - rn) _ 2mq The
small object produced has transverse size the order of 1/Q hence transverse momenta the
order of Q and is off"shell by amount _Q2 . q2 _ _/m2 + q_ _ Q2/2q : m. Thus it lives for a
time 1/m and can travel a distance of c/rn _ 0.2fm, With this kinematics a small object will
expand rapidly for any incident energy! This problem must be overcome if we are to have
color transparency. As we will see shortly the solutions comes from considering the complete
problem.
Thisexamplealsogivesa warningforotherproblems.Never assume thatthefrozen
approximation
isvalidjustbecausetheincident
energyislarge.
Itmust be checkedinevery
case.

Even if the above estimate is off` by an order of magnitude the expansion is still too
fast. The argument relies on just the uncertainty principle so it should be quite robust. The
important point is that the small object is far off she]] so non-quantum treatments are of no
use.

This rapid expansion is actually useful. It means that we can use factorization. The
hard interaction is over and done with before the particle has time to move one nucleon radius

Fig. 3. First order correction term
and interact with the other nucleons.
4._.

Perturbative

71reatment

To see how rapid the expansion time is we treat the interactions with the medium
as a perturbation.
In fig. 3 we show the first order correction to the amplitude. For color
transparency this term should vanish.
Notice that we have two interactions. Fkst we have the hard interaction that makes the
small object. Second we have the interaction with nuclear medium. This second interaction
give the final state interactlons. It must also convert the small object to the nucleon that is
observed in the detector, l°'tl
The contribution to the amplitude to second order can be written:
.Mo

=

Bo + ST..

Bo

=

(pqru(Q)[a)

ST,,

=

(plU (7 T,(Q)Ia),

= F(Q2)(ff

- q-]a),

(1)
where Ba is the Born amplitude, F(Q 2) the nucleon form factor, and a labels the nuclear
state. Notice the form of the second term; it has U, (7 and T. ff (7 were not there we would
have UT which is zero (or at least small) since this is just the statement that a hard interaction
produces a weakly interacting object. The expansion is in the propagator (7. The propagator
depends on both the internal degrees of freedom and center of mass coordinate. We use a
spectral representation of G = E.,I d3q'ln,g > /(Eo(q) - E,,(q') + ie) < n,g I where n
denotes the intrinsic excited states and q' is the center of mass momentum. The condition
to have just UT is that we can use closure on the sum over intermediate states n. The hard
interaction produces very high energy intermediate states n which by them self would not
permit the use of closure. However U prefers low lying states and if we are lucky will cut off
the sttm at std_ciently low energies to permit the use of closure. Thus the expansion time
is more a property of U then of T (although of course both are involved). This is a useful
observation since there are other reactions such as total cross-sections that allow the study
of U. t2 In fact 13for the total cross-section calculation the frozen approximation is not good.
This is q_te worrying for color transparency.
An alternate way of looking at the problem is as follows: The energies can be written
as E' = _m_ + q2 and E = _
+ q2. Thus the intermediate state is off shell by AE =

E" - E _ (m "2 - m_)/2q and travels a distance R = 2q/(m "2 - m2). Transparency requires
that the nuclear size must be less then R. As with the closure argument the whole question
of expansion time comes down to which states are important.
If we take a simple harmonic osciUator model l°,ll and use U ocr 2 only two states
willappear in thesum sincer_ only connectsthe ground stateto ground stateand the
secondexcitedstate.
Thisisan interesting
example sinceitshowsthatitpossible
togetthe
cancellation
in the scattering
amplitudewith onlytwo statesin spiteof the factwe need
many statestogeta smallsize.
The secondpointisthatitisU thatcutsoffthesum.
Unfortunately
theoscillator
model isnotnecessarily
a good approximation.
However
thereissome experimental
dataavailable.
We need (nlTH(Q)]n= 0)whichisrelatedtothe
transition
form factor(orthenucleonform factorforn:0).We alsoneed UN,,,(B,
Z) which
isrelatedtodiffractive
disassociation.
Unfortunately
what we need arematrixelementsfor
specific
stateswhileallwe haveexperimentally
arecross-section
forfixedmass m. Assuming
thematrixelementsarejustsquarerootsofcross-sections
and add coherently
givescontributionsat verylargemass m. However we know thatthehard interaction
and diffractive
dissassociation
producedifferent
statesat thesame energy(theplonmultiplicities
axedifferent)
so we introducea cutoff
14which we constrain
by requiring
thatcolortransparency
isexactinthe closure
limit.
Itisquiteworryingthattheratheradd hoc cutoffisallthat
makes colortransparency
work.
In some calculations
theextremefrozenapproximationisusedwherealleffects
ofthe
expansionareignored.
In thehadronmatrixelementapproachthisdoesnothappen and we
can notimaginea reasonable
scenario
whereitwouldbevalidattheenergies
underdiscussion.
Therearesimplynot thenecessarystatesat verylow energy.
5.

Results

So farwe haveconsidered
justtheresults
tofirst
orderinperturbation
theory.
We take
thehigherordertermsapproximately
intoaccountusingan exponentiating
technique.ll
The
approachhasbeen checkednumerically
and foundquiteaccurate.
Is
The results
axeshown infig.
4.Thereislittle
transparency
intheQ_ rangeoftheSLAC
experiment.
18The results
from thatexperiment,
presentedathisworkshop,fall
betweenthe
two limits
fordifferent
cutsoffgiveninthisfigure
and arethusnicely
inagreementwithour
calculations.
The results
arealsointhesame ballparkas theBrookhavenresults,
l_
So farwe have considered
onlyquasifree
kinematics.
This,ofcourse,
isoptimizedfor
nucleonproduction.
Sincecolortransparency
arises
by a cancellation
betweennucleonand
resonantstateswe can enhancecolortransparency
by shifting
offthequasi-elastic
peak in
a direction
to optimizefortheproductionofexcitedstates.
This can be done by varying
the BjorkenzB or by transferring
momentum to theresidual
nucleusas intheBrookhaven
experiment.
Thisshouldhavebeenobviousfromthebeginningbutwe didnotrealize
ituntil
itwas pointedout by BorisKolepiovich
|swho discussed
inthecontextof theroleofFermi
motion (see also Bianconi|9).
The zB dependence is shown in fig. 5. Only the values of za near one should be taken
seriously. For comparison with experiment it is probably better to do as in fig. 5b and just
compare above the quasi-elastic peak with below the quasi-elastic beak.
So now we come to our final calculation, la We include in this calculation the basic
color transparency, the distributed mass with a power law cut off, the Landshnff term as
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Fig. 4. (a) The transparency, T'r, for the (e, etp) reaction. The solid line represents the standard
Giauber calculation (¢al! = o'p). The Unes are as follows dashed: sharp cutoff g(M_), dotted: eq. (5)
with Ml = 1.44GeY, dash-dot: power law g(M,_). (b) Energy dependence of the transparency TP.
The data points are from Carroll et al..IT The area shaded verticMJyis obtained from the mechanism
of Ref.s and amplitude of Ref..7 The area shaded horisontal]_' is obtained from the me<;hanismof
Ref.. 6 In each case the upper bound uses the sharp cutoff for g(M,_.) and the lower bound a power
law. The solid curve assumes no color transparency.
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Fig. 5. (a) The nuclear transparency as a function of zB. The curves correspond to Q2 of 7 GeV]
(long dashed curve), 15 GeV2 and 30 GeVa. The dash-dotted curve is the G]auber model. (b) The
nuclear transparency as a function of Q2. The solid curve is for z£+ < ] while the dashed curve is for
zB > I. The dash-dotted curve is the Clauber model.
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Fig. 6. Transparency for (p,2p). Solld-curve full caiculation, dashed-curve without the Raiston-Pire
effect, dotted-curve Glauber.
fit by R_Iston and Pire, 5 end the kinematic effect relating to zB. The results are shown
in the next figures. In the calculations the energy dependence is more reliable then the
normalization. Also there is an uncertainty in the normalization of the experimental data. In
the figure we have therefore shifted the data down by about one standard deviation of the
quota experimental normalization error. For the 27AI data we have not used the conventional
presentation employing a P_,b effective. Instead we show the data separately at each incident
momenta. This is because the effective Paab approach assumes that there is only one energy
scale in the problem, namely $. Certainly when the expansion time is important this is not
correct. Part of the downward slope in the 12 GeV data comes about precisely because of the
breakdown of the concept of effective Plob. We strongly discourage the use of this concept.
The down turn in the data in fig. 6b and c is due to the Landhoff term (or the threshold
effects). We believe that both this term and the proper treatment of the kinematic effects are
necessary in order to describe the data.
The agreement while not perfect is certainly at least qualitative. Thus it is possible to
describe simultaneously the SLAC and Brookhaven data. That latter give an indication that
color transparency has been seen and its maln features understood.
In conclusion we think color transparency has indeed been seen at in the Brookhaven
experiment. Although it will have to be confirmed by more precise experiments. The SLAC
experiment is at too low an energy to see much effect but their results as presented at this
conference are consistent with our calculations. It is thus possible to have qualitative agreement with both the SLAC and Brookhaven experiments. More data is however desperately
needed.
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